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Abstract: The paper provides a technology-based review of Web-based testing technologies. It
suggests an evaluation framework, which could be used by practitioners in Web-based education to
understand and compare features available in various Web-based testing systems.

1. Introduction
Objective tests and quizzes are among the most widely used and well-developed tools in higher education. A classic
test is a sequence of reasonably simple questions. Each question assumes a simple answer that could be formally
checked and evaluated as correct, incorrect, or partly correct (for example, incomplete). Questions are usually
classified into types by the type of expected answer. Classic types of questions includes yes/no questions, multiple-
choice/single-answer (MC/SA) questions, multiple-choice/multiple-answer (MC/MA) questions, and fill-in
questions with a string or numeric answer. More advanced types of questions include matching-pairs questions,
ordering-questions, pointing-questions (the answer is one or several areas on a figure) and graphing-questions (the
answer is a simple graph). Also, each subject area may have some specific types of questions.

Testing and quiz components were the first to be implemented and currently are the most well developed
interactive components in Web-based education (WBE). Existing WBE systems differ in many aspects of dealing
with tests and quizzes. When selecting a state-of-the-art technology for developing and delivering Web-based
quizzes at Carnegie Technology Education we have created a multi-facet framework for comparing available
systems. This paper provides a comprehensive review of features, which are important to evaluate current
technologies for Web-based testing. Our framework could be used by practitioners in Web-based education to
understand and compare features available in various Web-based testing systems.

2. Life cycle and anatomy of questions
To compare existing options we have analyzed the life cycle of a question in Web-based education (see Table 1).
We divided the life cycle of a question into three stages: preparation (before active life), delivery (active life), and
assessment (after active life). Each of these stages is further divided into smaller stages. For each of these stages we
have investigated a set of possible support technologies.

Life of a question begins at authoring time. The role of WBE systems at the authoring stage is to support the
author by providing a technology and a tool for question authoring. All authored questions (the content and the
metadata) are stored in the system. The active life of a stored question starts when it is selected for presentation as a
part of a test or quiz. This selection could be done statically by a teacher at course development time, or dynamically
by a system at run time (by probability or according to some cognitive model).

Next, the system delivers a question: it presents the question, it provides an interface for the student to answer; it
gets the answer for evaluation. At the assessment stage, the system should do the following things: evaluate the
answer as correct, incorrect, or partly correct, deliver feedback to student, grade the question and to record student
performance.

Existing WBE tools and systems differ significantly on the type and amount of support they provide on each of
the stages mentioned above. Simple systems usually provide partial support for a subset of the stages. The cutting-
edge systems provide comprehensive support at all the listed stages. The power of a system and the extent of
provided support is seriously influenced by the level of technology used at each of the main stages - preparation,
delivery and assessment. Below we will analyze the currently explored options.

Before During After

Preparation:

Author
Store

Delivery:

Present
Interact

Assessment:

Evaluate
Grade and record

Select Get the answer Deliver feedback
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Table 1. Life cycle stages of a test question.

3. Preparation stage
Questions are created by a human authors - teachers and content developers. A state-of-the-art question has the
following components: the question itself (or stem), a set of possible answers, an indication which answers are
correct, a type of the interface for presentation, question-level feedback that is presented to the student regardless of
the answer, and specific feedback for each of the possible answers. In addition, an author may provide metadata
such as topics assessed, keywords, the part of the course a test belongs to, question weight or complexity, allowed
time, number of attempts, etc. This metadata could be used to select a particular question for presentation as well as
for grading the answer.

The options for authoring support usually depends from the technology used for storing an individual question in
the system. Currently, we could distinguish two different ways to store a question: presentation format and internal
format. In WBE context, storing a question in presentation format means storing it as a piece of HTML code
(usually, as an HTML form). Such questions could be also called static questions. They are "black boxes" for a
WBE system: It can only present static questions "as is". The authoring of this type of questions is often not
supported by a WBE system. It could be done in any of HTML authoring tools.

Storing a question in an internal format usually means storing it in a database record where different parts of the
question (stem, answers, and feedback) are stored in various fields of this record. A question as seen by a student is
generated from the internal format at the delivery time. Internal format opens the way for more flexibility: the same
question could be presented in different forms (for example, fill-in or multiple choice) or with different interface
features (for example, radio buttons or selection list). Options in multiple choice questions could be shuffled
[Carbone & Schendzielorz 1997]. It provides a higher level of individualization. This is pedagogically useful and
decreases the possibility of cheating. There are two major ways for authoring questions in internal format: a form-
based graphical user interface (GUI) or a special question marckup language [Brown 1997; Campos Pimentel, dos
Santos Junior & de Mattos Fortes 1998; Hubler & Assad 1995]. Each of these approaches has its benefits and
drawbacks. Currently, a GUI approach is much more popular. It is used by all advanced commercial WBE systems
such as [Blackboard 1998; Question Mark 1998; WBT Systems 1999; WebCT 1999]. Note, however, that some
WBE systems use GUI authoring approach but do not store questions in internal format. Instead, these systems
generate HTML questions" right away" and store them as static questions

The simplest option for question storage is a static test or quiz, i.e., a static sequence of questions. The quiz itself
is usually represented in plain HTML form and authored with HTML-level authoring tools. Static tests and quizzes
are usually "hardwired" into some particular place in a course. One problem with this simplest technology is that all
students get the same questions at the same point in the course. Another problem is that each question hardwired
into a test is not reusable. A better option for question storage is a hand-maintained pool of questions. The pool
could be developed and maintained by a group of teachers of the same subject. Each question in a question pool is
usually static, but the quizzes are more flexible. Simple pool management tools let the teacher re-use questions; all
quizzes may be assembled and added to the course pages when it is required. This is what we call authoring time
flexibility. The same course next year, a different version of the course, or sometimes even different groups within
the same course may get different quizzes without the need to develop these quizzes from scratch.

An even better option is to turn a hand-maintained pool into a database of questions. A database adds what we
call delivery time flexibility. Unlike a hand-maintained pool, a database is formally structured and is accessible by
the delivery system. With a database of questions not only the teacher can assemble a "quiz-on-demand", the system
itself can generate a quiz from a set of questions. Naturally, the questions could be randomly selected and placed
into a quiz in a random order [Asymetrix 1998; Brown 1997; Byrnes, Debreceny & Gilmour 1995; Carbone &
Schendzielorz 1997; Ni, Zhang & Cooley 1997; Radhakrishnan & Bailey 1997; WBT Systems 1999; WebCT 1999].
As a result, all students may get personalized quizzes (a thing that a teacher can not realistically provide manually)
significantly decreasing the possibility of cheating. Note that implementation of a database of questions does not
require the use of a commercial database management system. Advanced university systems like QuestWriter
[Bogley et al. 1996] or Carnegie Mellon Online [Rehak 1997] and many commercial systems such as TopClass
[WBT Systems 1999] or LearningSpace [Lotus 1999] use full-fledge databases such as ORACLE or Lotus Notes for
storing their pools of question in internal format. However, there are systems which successfully imitate a database
with the UNIX file system using specially structured directories and files [Byrnes, Debreceny & Gilmour 1995;
Gorp & Boysen 1996; Merat & Chung 1997].

A problem for all systems with computer-generated quizzes is how to ensure that these quizzes include a proper
set of questions. The simplest way to achieve it is to organize a dedicated question database for each lesson. This
approach, which is, for example, used in WebAssessor [ComputerPREP 1998], reduce question reusability between
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lessons. More advances systems like Top Class [WBT Systems 1999] can maintain multiple pools of and can use
several pools for generating each quiz. With this level of support a teacher can organize a pool for each topic or each
level of question complexity and specify the desired number of questions in a generated quiz to be taken from each
pool.

A database of questions in internal format is currently a state-of-the art storage technology. Research teams are
trying to advance it in three main directions. One direction is related to parameterized questions as in CAPA [Kashy
et al. 1997], EEAP282 [Merat & Chung 1997], or Mallard [Brown 1997; Graham, Swafford & Brown 1997]. This
allows one to create an unlimited number of tests from the same set of questions and can practically eliminate
cheating [Kashy et al. 1997]. The second direction of research is related to question metadata. If the system knows a
little bit more about the question (for example, type, topics assessed, keywords, part of the course a test belongs to,
weight or complexity) then the system can generate customized and individualized quizzes by author's or system's
request. This means that the authors could specify various parameters for the quiz their student needs at some point
of the course: total number of questions, proportion of questions of specific types or for specific topics, difficulty,
etc., and the system will generate a customized quiz on demand (that is still randomized within the requirements)
[Byrnes, Debreceny & Gilmour 1995; Merat & Chung 1997; Rehak 1997; Rios, Perez de la Cruz & Conejo 1998].
This option is definitely more powerful than simple randomized quizzes. Systems that make extensive use of
metadata really "know" about the questions and their functionality. The third direction of research is the adaptive
sequencing of questions. This functionality is based on an overlay student model which separately represents student
knowledge of different concepts and the topics of the course. Intelligent systems such as ELM-ART [Weber &
Specht 1997], Medtec [Eliot, Neiman & Lamar 1997], [Lee & Wang 1997], SIETTE [Rios, Perez de la Cruz &
Conejo 1998], Self-Learning Guide [Desmarais 1998] can generate challenging questions and tests adapted to the
student level of knowledge as well as reduce the number of questions required to assess the students state of
knowledge.

4. Delivery stage
The interaction technology used to get an answer from the student is one of the most important parameters of a
WBE system. It determines all delivery options and influences authoring and evaluation. Currently, we distinguish
five technologies: HTML links, HTML/CGI forms, scripting language, plug-in, and Java.

HTML links is a simple interaction technology that presents a set of possible answers as list of HTLM links.
Each link is connected to a particular feedback page. The problems here are that questions are hard to author
(because question logic must be hardwired into course hypertext) and that it supports only yes/no and MC/SA
questions. This technology was in use in the early days of WBE when more advanced interaction technologies like
Common Gateway Interface (CGI), JavaScript or Java were not established [Holtz 1995].

The most well-established technology for Web testing which is used now in numerous commercial and
university-grown systems is a combination of HTML forms and CGI-compliant evaluation scripts. HTML forms are
very well suited for presenting main types of questions. Yes/no and MC/SA questions are represented by radio
buttons, selection lists, pop-up menus, MC/MA questions are represented by multiple selection lists or checkboxes.
Fill-in questions are implemented with input fields. More advanced questions such as matching pairs or ordering can
also be implemented using forms. In addition, hidden fields can be successfully used to hold additional information
about the test which a CGI script may need. There are multiple benefits of using server-side technology such as
form/CGI technology and a similar server-side map technology that can be used for implementing graphical pointing
questions. Test development is relatively simple and can even be done with HTML authoring tools. Sensitive
information which is required for test evaluation (such as question parameters, answers, feedback) may be safely
stored on the client side preventing students from stealing the question (the only external information which is
required in a well-developed system to evaluate a test is the test ID and the student ID). Server-side evaluation
makes all assessment time functions (such as recording results, grading, providing feedback) easy to implement. All
these functions could be performed by the same server-side evaluation script. The main problem of server-side
technology is its low expressive power. It is well suited only for presenting basic types of tests. More advanced
types of tests as well as more interactive types of tests (for example, tests which involve drag-and-drop activities)
can not be implemented with pure sever-side technology. Authoring questions with server-side evaluation is tricky
because a question's functionality is spread between its HTML presentation (either manually authored or generated)
and a CGI evaluation script. Another serious problem is CGI-based questions do not work when a user's connection
to the server is broken or very slow.

A newer technology for question delivery and evaluation is JavaScript [McKeever, McKeever & Elder 1997].

The interface provided by the JavaScript interaction technology is similar to the one of form/CGI technology. At the
same time, JavaScript functionality supports more advanced, interactive questions, for example, selection of a
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relevant fragment in a text. With pure Java Script technology all data for question evaluation and feedback as well as
evaluation program should be stored as a part of the question text. It means that a Java Script question can work in
standalone mode. It means that the question is self-sufficient: everything for presentation and evaluation is in the
same file, and is a very attractive option for authoring. But it also means that students can access the source of the
question and crack it. Also, with pure JavaScript evaluation technology there is no way for recording the results and
grades. With all the above features JavaScript technology is a better choice for self-assessment tests than for
assessments used in grading. We think the proper place for JavaScript in WBE is in a hybrid JavaScript/server
technology. With this technology JavaScript can be used to present more types of questions, do it more interactively
and with compelling user interfaces leaving evaluation and recording to be done by traditional CGI for reasons of
security [ComputerPREP 1998; WebCT 1999].

A higher level of interface freedom can be achieved by using a plug-in technology.' The only example of serious
use of this technology in education is the Shockwave plug-in [Macromedia 1998] which can run multimedia
presentations prepared with several Macromedia authoring tools. Currently, Shockwave technology is used in WBE
mainly for delivering "watch-only" animations, but this technology is more powerful. In fact, a variety of very
attractive Shockwave-deliverable questions could be developed using Macromedia tools with relatively low effort.
Some examples could be provided by Medtec [Eliot, Neiman & Lamar 1997]. The negative side is the same as with
JavaScript: recording assessment results requires connection to the server. Until recently, Shockwave provided no
Internet functionality and its users had to apply special techniques (e.g. saving evaluation results in a temporal file).
Due to Shockwave communication problems, some teams that started with Shockwave migrated later to more
powerful Java technology [Eliot, Neiman & Lamar 1997]. Still Shockwave still stands as a solid (and overlooked)
platform for delivering various self-assessment questions.

The highest level technology for question delivery is provided by Java. An important advantage of Java is that it

is a complete programming language designed to be integrated with browser functionality and the Internet. Java
combines connectivity of form/CGI technology and the interactivity of Shockwave and JavaScript. Any question
interface can be developed with Java, and, at the same time, Java-made questions can naturally communicate with

the browser as well as with any Internet object (a server or a Java application). Examples of systems which heavily
use Java-based questions are FLAX [Routen, Graves & Ryan 1997], NetTest [Ni, Zhang & Cooley 1997], Mallard
[Graham & Trick 1997], and Medtec [Eliot, Neiman & Lamar 1997]. Developing question interfaces with Java is
more complicated than with form/CGI technology and it is not surprising that all the examples mentioned above
were produced by advanced teams of computer science professionals. However, the complexity will not stop this
technology. Java is currently the way to implement a variety of question types non-implementable with form/CGI
technology such as multiple pointing questions, graphing questions, and specialized types of questions. Developing
Java-based questions can become suitable for ordinary authors with the appearance of Java based authoring systems

[Ni, Zhang & Cooley 1997; Routen, Graves & Ryan 1997].

5. Assessment stage
As we noted, the choice of interaction technology significantly influences evaluation options. Evaluation is the time
when an answer is judged as correct, incorrect, or partially correct (for example, incomplete). Usually, correct and
incorrect answers are provided at authoring time, so evaluation is either hardwired into the question like in MC/SA
questions, or performed by simple comparison (in fill-in questions). There are very few cases that require more
advanced evaluation technology. In some domains correct answers may not be literally equal to a stored correct
answer. Examples are a set of unordered words, a real number, a simple algebraic expression [Holtz 1995; Hubler &
Assad 1995]. In this situation a simple comparison program is required. Some systems may apply special intelligent
technologies for matching answers [Hubler & Assad 1995]. Finally, in some cases a "domain expert" such as the
Lisp interpreter for Lisp programming as in the ELM-ART system [Brusilovsky, Schwarz & Weber 1996] or a
computer algebra system for algebra domain [Pohjolainen, Multisilta & Antchev 1997] is required to evaluate the
answer. The first two evaluation options are very simple and could be implemented with any interface technology
even JavaScript could be used to write a simple comparison program. If more advanced computation is required (as
in the case of intelligent answer matching) the choice is limited to full-function programming with either Java or a
server side program using a CGI interface. If a "domain expert" is required for evaluation, the only option currently
is to run a domain expert on the server side with a CGI-compliant gateway. In fact, a number of "domain expert"
systems (for example, Mathematica computer algebra system) have a CGI gateway.

I Plug-in technology enables independent vendors to extend the browser functionality by developing specially
structured programs called plug-ins. At start-up time, a browser loads all plug-ins located in a special directory and

they become parts of the browser code.
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The usual options for the feedback include: simply telling if the answer is correct, not, or partially correct, giving
correct answer, and providing some individual feedback. Individual feedback may communicate: what is right in the
correct answer, what is bad in incorrect and partially incorrect answer, provide some motivational feedback, and
provide information or links for remediation. All individual feedback is usually authored and stored with the
question. A system that includes assessed concepts or topics as a part of question metadata can provide good
remedial feedback without direct authoring since it "knows" what knowledge is missing and where it can be found.
It means that the power of feedback is determined by authoring and storage technology. The amount of information
presented as feedback is determined by the context. In self-assessment the student usually receives all possible
feedback the more the better. This feedback is a very important source of learning. In a strict assessment situation
the student usually gets neither a correct answer, nor whether the answer is correct. The only feedback for the whole
test might be the number of correctly answered questions in a test [Rehak 1997]. This greatly reduces the student's
chances for cheating and student's chances to learn. To support learning, many existing WBE systems make
assessment less strict and provide more feedback trying to fight cheating by other means. The only way to combine
learning and strict assessment is to use more advanced technologies such as parameterized questions [Brown 1997;
Hubler & Assad 1995; Kashy et al. 1997; Merat & Chung 1997] and knowledge based test generation [Eliot,
Neiman & Lamar 1997; Weber & Specht 1997] which can generate an unlimited number of questions. In this
situation a WBE system can provide full feedback without promoting cheating.

If a test is performed purely for self-assessment then generating feedback could be the last duty of a WBE system
in the "after-testing" stage. The student is the only one who needs so see test results. In the assessment context the
last duty of a WBE system in the process of testing is to grade student performance on a test and to record these
data for future use. Grades and other test results are important for teachers, course administrators, and students
themselves (a number of authors noted that the ability to see their grades online is the most student-appreciated
feature of a WBE system). Early WBE systems provided very limited support for a teacher in test evaluation.
Results were either sent to the teacher by e-mail or logged into a special file. In both cases a teacher was expected to
complete grading and recording personally: to process test results and grade them, to record the grades, and to
ensure that all involved parties get access to data according university policy. This option is easy to implement and it

does not require that teachers learn any new technology. For the latter reason this technology is still used as an
option in some more advanced systems [Carbone & Schendzielorz 1997]. However, a system that provides no other
options for grading and recording is now below a state-of-the-art. A state-of-the-art WBE system should be able to
grade a test automatically, recording test results in a database. It also should provide properly restricted access to the
grades for students, teachers, and administrators. Restrictions are usually determined by university policies. For
example, a student may not be allowed to see grades of other students or a teacher could be allowed to change the
automatically assigned grades. Many university-level systems [Bogley et al. 1996; Brown 1997; Carbone &
Schendzielorz 1997; Gorp & Boysen 1996; Hubler & Assad 1995; MacDougall 1997; Ni, Zhang & Cooley 1997;
Rehak 1997] and almost all commercial level systems [Lotus 1999; WBT Systems 1999; WebCT 1999]provide this
option in a more or less advanced way. Less advanced systems usually store the grades in structured files and
provide limited viewing options. Advanced systems use database technology to store the grades and provide
multiple options for viewing the grades and other test performance results such as time on a test or a number of
efforts made. Database technology makes it easy to generate various test statistics involving results of many students
on many course tests. In a Web classroom, where student-to-student and student-to-teacher communication is

limited, comparing statistics is very important for both - teachers and students to get the "feeling" of the classroom.
For example, by comparing class average with personal grades a student can determine class rank. By comparing
class grades for different tests and questions a teacher can find too simple, too difficult, and even incorrectly
authored questions.
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